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Abstract: In this paper, static performance
characteristics of hydrodynamic journal bearing are
analysed by using generalised Reynolds equations
for lubricants with various non-linearity factors.
Effect of increasing load have been studied for
minimum fluid film thickness and maximum fluid
film pressure. The non-Newtonian lubricant is
assumed to follow the cubic shear stress law. It was
observed that the value of maximum pressure
increases while minimum fluid film thickness
decreases with increase in load .

1. Introduction
Hydrodynamic journal bearings are considered to
be a vital component of all rotating machinery. The
part which is enclosed by and rubs against the other
is called journal and the part which encloses the
journal is called bearing. The journal mainly consists
of a stationary cylindrical body (sleeve) separated
from a rotating shaft by a layer of lubricant [1-2].
Mostly the journal rotates in the fixed bearing but in
a few cases both the journal and bearing are in
motion, for example a crack pin and it’s bearing in
the connecting rod [3-4]. In some cases the journal is
fixed and the bearing rotates as in a hoisting drum or
a loose pulley [5]. Hydrodynamic journal bearing are
found widely application in reciprocating machinery
such as compressors, internal combustion engines
and other industrial processing machinery. Heavy
Load carrying capacity and less maintenance make
them advantageous over other type of bearing. High
speed of rotation causes the considerable rise in the
temperature of the lubricant which significantly
affects the performance of the bearing. Many
researchers [2-8] investigated the bearing
performance based on a thermo hydrodynamic
(THD) analysis, which further requires simultaneous
solution of the complex equations of flow of
lubricant, the energy equation for the lubricant flow
and the heat conduction equations in the bearing and
the shaft. Previously, the researchers investigate the
performance of the lubricant by solving the Reynolds
Equation through Finite Difference Method approach
[9-12].
In the present work, the surface of the bearing was
modeled by taking journal diameter of 45 mm with
90mm width of bearing. The generalized Reynolds
equation governing the flow of lubricant, has been
used to determine static performance characteristics.
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The non-Newtonian lubricant is assumed to follow
the cubic shear stress law. The maximum pressure
and minimum fluid film thickness was measured for
wide range of non-linearity factor.
NewtonRapson’s method was used to measure shear stress.
The non-Newtonian lubricant is assumed to follow
the cubic shear stress law.

2. Theoretical Measurement
Most of the non-Newtonian oils follow the
behavior, which is represented by cubic shear law.
Many researchers have used the cubic shear law
model and power law model for the analysis of nonNewtonian behavior of the lubricants in their studies
[2,6,12]. The constitutive equation for cubic shear
law is described in non-dimensional form as:
3

  K  
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Here, K is known as non-linearity factor. The
viscosity of non-Newtonian lubricant is described by
~ ) and is defined as the
the apparent viscosity ( 
a
function of shear strain (  ).
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The shear strain rate

is computed, and the

corresponding equivalent shear stress  is obtained
using Newton-Rapson’s method. The apparent
~ is computed by using above equation .
viscosity 
a
The generalized Reynolds equation governing the
laminar flow of incompressible lubricant between the
clearance space of journal and bearing considering
variable viscosity and usual assumptions is written as
below:
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F0 , F1 , and F2 are the cross film viscosity
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The values of function F 0 ,

F 1 and F 2 are
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obtained using Numerical integration (Simpson’s
rule). The boundary conditions used for the lubricant
flow field are assumed that the external boundary of
the bearing have zero relative pressure with respect
to atmospheric pressure.
The journal bearing operating under load is required
to maintain an appropriate minimum fluid-film
thickness to minimize the chances of metal to metal
contact. For a rigid journal bearing system, operating
under static conditions, the fluid film thickness
expression is given as

in value of external load
load

W o . For a given value of

W o the variation in value of maximum pressure

( p max ) is marginal for both Newtonian and nonNewtonian.

h  1  X J cos   Z J sin 
Where,

h is the fluid-film thickness, when the

journal center is in static equilibrium position.

3. Range of Parameters
Static
performance
characteristics
of
hydrodynamic journal bearing are analysed by using
generalised Reynolds equations for lubricants with
various non-linearity factors. Bearing geometry
consist of journal diameter with 45 mm and width of
bearing was 90mm. Load is varying from the range
of 0.25 -1.25Kg. Non linearity factor ( ) for lubricant
was taken in the range of 0-1.

Figure 2: variation of ( h min )with increase in load
(W o )
The variation of minimum fluid film thickness
( h min ) with increase in external load

W o for various

non-linearity factors ( K ) are shown in Figure 2. It is
observed that for a given value of non-linearity

4. Results and Discussion
The two static performance characteristics of
hydrodynamic journal bearing considered for
analysis namely as maximum fluid film pressure ( )
and minimum fluid film thickness.

factors ( K ), the value of minimum fluid film
thickness ( h min ) decreases with increase in value of

W o . At external load W o = 1.25, the
value of minimum fluid film thickness ( h min ) is
external load

maximum for the lubricant having non-linearity
factors ( K ) = 0.0, while the value of minimum fluid
film thickness ( h min ) is minimum for the lubricant
having non-linearity factors ( K ) = 1.0. It was also
noticed that that value of minimum fluid film
thickness ( h min ) is highly pronounced with lower
load

Wo.

Figure 1: variation of ( p max ) with increase in load

5. Conclusion

(W o )
The variation of maximum fluid film pressure
( p max ) with increase in external load

W o for

lubricant with various non-linearity factors ( K ) is
shown in Figure 1. It is observed that for a given
value of non-linearity factors ( K ), the value of
maximum pressure ( p max ) increases with increase
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Based on the theoretical investigation on
hydrodynamic journal bearing following conclusions
are made :


The value of minimum fluid film thickness
( h min ) is highly pronounced with lower
load

Wo.
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It is observed that for a given value of nonlinearity

factors

( K ),

the

value

of

maximum pressure ( p max ) increases with
increase in value of external load.
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